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Press release 
For immediate release 

FIMAV @ 37 – Cinema and visual arts! 

Thursday, April 29, 2021 – Today, the team of the Festival International de Musique Actuelle de 

Victoriaville (FIMAV) unveils the last two parts of the program of the 37th edition: the 

experimental short films and visual arts exhibition. 

Cinema 

Since 2017, FIMAV has included screenings of experimental short films to its schedule. The 

programming of this series is put together by Karl Lemieux, a filmmaker from the area. As part of 

the 37th FIMAV 2021, Lemieux prepared two programs. The first one, entitled “Transit,” will be 

presented on Saturday May 22 at 11 am in the Les-Frères-Lemaire hall at Le Carré 150. This 

screening features experimental films from three countries: the Netherlands, Austria and the 

United States. The works, stretched to the limit of abstraction, range from the organic materials of 

16 mm film to the tangled pixels of digital imagery. The next day, Sunday May 23, also at 11 am 

in the same hall, the public is invited to discover the “Canadian Experimental Films” program, a 

celebration of female Canadian experimental cinema. This program features explorations that lie 

between photography, music and cinema. On this occasion, the latest short film by local 

filmmaker and photographer ANNIE ST-JEAN, “Du vivant,” will receive its world premiere. 

Still from “Du vivant,” a film by ANNIE ST-JEAN (in collaboration with Philippe Lauzier and Éric Normand) 

Visual arts 



Visual arts have been a part of FIMAV’s artistic proposition since the beginnings of the festival 

in the 1980s. For the 37th FIMAV 2021, our sound installations and visual arts curator Érick 

d’Orion invited the artist IANICK RAYMOND, whose mostly painterly artistic process questions 

the issues of painting in relation to the importance and role of digital images. RAYMOND is 

motivated by a desire to play tricks on our visual reflexes. That is why his painted scapes seem 

obvious at first, their level of complexity coming through only for those who take the time to 

connect with their materiality. The artist’s works will be exhibited at Colisée Desjardins; the 

public will be able to admire them at each concert presented in this hall from Friday May 21 to 

Sunday May 23, 2021. 

Projection (large screen), 2013, acrylic on canvas, by IANICK RAYMOND 

To check out the schedule of the 37th FIMAV 2021 or find information about tickets, the 

program, volunteering at FIMAV, jobs currently available and the public health measures that 

will be implemented during the event, visit www.fimav.qc.ca. 
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